Note S1. Ion channel strengths of the neuron
In the temporal variation of the membrane potential dV/dt = ρ + (V) + ρ -(V), we define the ion channel strength as d(dV/dt)/dV, which measures the "state-dependent change" in current flow. To handle the source and sink channels separately, we introduce the transformed potentials V' = V Na -V and V'' = V -V K , each defining the source and sink channel strength as dρ + /dV' and dρ -/dV''. From the relations of ρ + (V) = g Na (V)·(V Na -V)/C m and ρ -(V) = -[g K (V)·(V -V K ) + g leak (V -V leak )]/C m shown in the main text, we obtain Na Na Na Na
due to sufficiently slow variations of g Na and g K with respect to V and negligible g leak . Therefore, the nonlinear conductance of g Na (V) and g K (V), respectively, operate as the source and sink channel strengths of the neuron.
Note S2. Stability of the broken PT-symmetric phase
In sharp contrast to the unbroken PT-symmetric phase, which possesses a single Jacobian eigenvalue λ J , the broken PT-symmetric phase with two Jacobian eigenvalues λ J1,J2 requires a more complicated classification of the stability of the phase portrait in the light intensity space [I G , I L ]. Figure S1a-d shows the real and imaginary parts of the Jacobian eigenvalues λ J1,J2 in the broken phase. In the regime of γ G0 γ L0 ≥ κ 2 for nonnegative I G and I L (γ L0 / γ G0 ≥ 1 in Figure S1 for κ = γ G0 = 510 Except for the boundary (Re[λ J1,J2 ] = 0), the entire regime corresponds to hyperbolic equilibria.
From Figure S1 , the broken PT-symmetric phase is thus divided into 3 classes ( Figure S2a 
Note S3. AD-OD phase transition boundary
The black arrow in Figure 
Note S4. C1 coexisting phase dynamics
The C1 phase in Figure 3a in the main text is defined by the coexistence of (i) the stable equilibrium of the broken PT-symmetric phase and (ii) the unstable equilibrium of the unbroken PT-symmetric phase. Dependent on the initial condition, the steady-state solution can then become OD oscillation quenching due to the stable equilibrium or divergent due to the unstable equilibrium. Figure S4 shows examples of phase portraits in this state (point B in Figure 3a 
Note S5. Oscillatory PT-symmetric phase transition
To examine the PT-symmetric phase of the C2 coexisting phase, we apply the harmonic approximation of Equation (7) resonator excitations, which are calculated from Equation (7) with the results of the Runge-Kutta- In terms of the modulation response analysis, the temporal variation of D(t) can be divided into large-and small-signal responses. Because the average D(t) of the repetitive firing state is under broken PT symmetry (D(t) < 0), the dynamic oscillation across the EP can also be understood as (i) broken PT symmetry for the large-signal response with (ii) the oscillatory modulation for the smallsignal response, which becomes the source of the stable limit cycle from the dynamic transition between unbroken and broken PT-symmetric phases.
In contrast to the repetitive firing states ( Figure S5a Note S6. Tunability and directionality in photonic repetitive firing Figure S6 shows the time-varying evolutions in the C2 phase. Repetitive excitations of light are achieved for initial conditions below the threshold (yellow), similar to the self-pulsation in lasers with a saturable absorber [1] , while the light intensity increases for initial conditions above the threshold (aqua). The threshold intensities I th of the gain ( Figure S6a ) and loss resonator ( Figure S6b ) excitation differ from each other (I th = 0.82 for gain case and I th = 1.21 for loss case), which imposes directionality on the photonic neuron, an inherent property of PT symmetry. [2] [3] [4] Notably, the convergence "speed" to the limit cycle in the repetitive firing is manipulated dependent on the initial intensity ( Figure 5d ,e in the main text). With identical limit cycles that have different convergence times, the full coverage of the temporal phase of photonic repetitive firing becomes possible ( Figure   S6a ,b).
Furthermore, the signals of gain and loss resonators in repetitive firing are almost in-phase, similar to coupled SL-type oscillators with the designed phase delay. [1, 5, 6] This implies that gain and loss coefficients incorporated with evanescent coupling without any phase delay enable the effective phase delay, as demonstrated in the eigenpolarization evolution in PT-symmetric structures. [7] Temporal phase differences between resonators for both fields and amplitudes are quantified by transforming Equation (1) into coupled real-valued equations (Supporting Information Note S7). show the evolution of the excitation peak, controlled by the excited field intensity.
Note S7. Temporal phase differences in field and amplitude
Following the discussion in Note S6, we examine the temporal phase differences between the signals of gain and loss resonators for both the field and intensity of the signals, which is a useful tool for analyzing neuronal repetitive firing. We set ψ G (t) = [I(t)] 
